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Introduction 
In October 2016, the California Digital Library (CDL) began a project to design an improved 
user experience (UX) for the front-end display of complex objects in Calisphere.  1

 
Complex objects are multiple files and metadata bundled into a single object. When CDL 
revised Calisphere’s user interface in 2015, we designed for the most prevalent complex object 
type in the UC Shared DAMS: a series of sequential images. Because our campus partners had 
not yet built complex objects containing non-image files like texts, videos, audio tracks, and 
data sets, we decided to wait to undertake a more in-depth design process for such content. 
 

Current complex object display in Calisphere is optimized for a series of sequential images. 
 

1  Full display capabilities in Calisphere at this time apply only to complex objects managed by the UC 
Libraries and hosted in the UC Shared DAMS (Nuxeo), as opposed to complex objects harvested from 
other systems (which are indexed and displayed only at the parent level).  
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Since the redesign, UC campus libraries have built a number of complex objects containing 
non-image files in the DAMS, providing the use cases we needed to more full tackle complex 
object UX. In addition, given the time to reflect on Calisphere’s current design “in the wild,” we 
have since identified areas of improvement even for image-only complex objects. 
 
This report summarizes the processes we undertook to scope, develop, and test complex 
object designs, and our key findings and requirements. It articulates CDL’s vision for the best 
possible user experience for the range of complex objects that exist today, and hopefully for 
many that arise in the future. 
 
 
 
Sherri Berger 
OAC/Calisphere Strategic Initiatives Manager 
  
Rachael Hu 
CDL User Experience Design Manager 
  
Jane Lee 
Senior User Experience Designer 
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Design Development 

Defining Complex Objects and Types 
As a first step in undertaking the design of complex objects, CDL gathered information from 
our partners at the UC Libraries who are managing and modelling the objects in the UC Shared 
DAMS. From these conversations, we arrived at a working definition of a “complex object”: an 
object with two or more component files that (a) comprise a singular conceptual entity and (b) 
lose significant meaning or value if they are not always presented together. 
 
The following complex object types fit within this definition: 
 

1. Book-like object 
2. Artifact captured in the round 
3. Photo proof sheet or slide set 
4. Oral history 
5. Album-like audio object with tracks 
6. Multi-part video 
7. “More Product Less Process” archival folder (minimal/no component metadata)  
8. Object with transcriptions or translations 

 
We excluded from the definition, and thus the list, groups of items in the same collection that 
users would not expect to see modeled as a complex object, and/or could benefit from more 
flexible displays. These would include, for example, multiple issues of a publication and 
event-based items (such as a video and a program from a graduation; or multiple costume 
designs from a particular play).  2

 
These object types are described in depth in Appendix D. 

Two Main Object Categories 
Having defined complex objects and the eight common types, we then set out to determine 
how many templates we would need to accommodate them.  
 
We considered questions about how items within an object related to one another and how 
users typically interacted with them. We analyzed each type, looking at the formats they 
contained and whether their components followed a typical sequence. We also examined what 
they had in common in terms of user experience and user needs. 

2  We can address the need for these objects to be clustered together through the use of collection-level 
facets and, potentially, additional designs and support for better “sub-collection” display. 
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We arrived at two main categories of complex objects: 
 

● Book-like: objects with a visual focus that require special viewing considerations 
oriented towards visual exploration and sequential navigation. 

Types: book, artifact captured in the round, photo proof sheet 
 

● Multi-format: objects that comprise more than one format and/or an emphasis on 
non-image files. 

Types: oral history, album-like audio object with tracks, multi-part video 
 
We subsumed all objects with translations or transcriptions into multi-format objects, deciding 
that such component files could be presented in the UX like any other non-image files, 
provided clear labeling and/or metadata. 

Design Challenges 
Complex objects presented us with some unique design challenges.  

Different object types, different needs 
As detailed above, complex objects can consist of components in different formats, each of 
which has different display requirements. Furthermore, the relationships of those components 
can differ, depending on the object. 
 
For example, the pages of a book may require one set of features that allow users to zoom into 
the individual pages, as well as read through the full object in a set sequence. An oral history 
object (which could include audio and/or video files, images of the subjects, transcriptions, 
and/or translations) may require different features, such as descriptions of those components, 
and possibly simultaneous engagement (e.g., listening to audio while reading a transcript). 

Two levels of information: hide or show? 
One of the biggest design challenges we encountered was how to clearly convey the 
“aboutness” of a complex object, especially because of the two levels of metadata present 
(whole object/parent metadata and component metadata). How do we simultaneously 
represent the object as a cohesive bundle and clearly show its standalone parts? This can be 
handled in different ways, each of which have benefits and drawbacks: 
 

● Tabbed item-level metadata: simplifies the display of a complex object and gives the 
user a good idea of overall “aboutness,” but hides item-level specificity. 
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● Persistent display of all metadata: makes information easier to discover, but may 
overwhelm users with too much information. 

 
● Graduate reveal of metadata through links or buttons: can reduce information 

overload, but the user may not have enough information to make quick judgments 
about whether the object deserves more attention. 

Design Inspiration 
We tend to think of complex objects as unique to libraries; but, in fact, from a design 
perspective, there are a number of existing models of similar content types that can serve as 
inspiration for sound user experience. 
 
We looked at the designs of several sites that have similar goals and present various file types 
and information together in a “complex object-like” formulation. These include e-commerce 
platforms such as Amazon, video platforms like YouTube and Vimeo, and multimedia authoring 
tools like Pachyderm (a project from the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the New 
Media Consortium, which, although dating to the mid-2000s, nevertheless demonstrates 
classic UX design principles). 
 
Online learning platforms (such as MIT OpenCourseWare, Udacity, Coursera, and Lynda.com) 
provided a particularly helpful frame of reference. These sites combine multiple formats -- 
video, text, images, sound -- to help users learn about discrete topics. For example, the 
Lynda.com interface (see next page) presents video lectures, exercise files, and transcripts in a 
well-organized integrated environment.  
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Lynda.com presents an integrated environment for a variety of content related to a course. The left 

column contains course contents and a notetaking tab; a video player dominates the top of the screen; 
supporting information, such as course overview and video transcript, is located below the video player. 
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Initial Wireframes 
We developed wireframes (prototype designs showing layout and functionality) for the two 
defined categories of complex objects: book-like and multi-format. 
 
For both categories, we provided a “Summary Information” section (at the top of the page) and 
a complete list of contents. The general structure of the page is similar for both groups, but 
there are key differences designed to address the unique format considerations. We also took 
advantage of the two design options to test different design options -- for example, different 
metadata fields in a “Summary Information” section. 
 
The initial wireframes are presented below with annotations on the major sections. See 
Appendix A for full-page, unannotated wireframes. 

Book-Like Object Design 
The objects comprising the “book-like” category require users to be able to examine visual 
items individually and as a group. This functionality became the focus of the design. For 
example, three layout icons (see annotation 7, following page) give users control over how 
many items to view at once. 
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Initial wireframe for book-like object 

 
1. Related item carousel containing links to other objects in Calisphere. 
2. Summary information section, populated by parent ‘description’ field (if available). 
3. Sidebar contents list containing links to complex object components. Like thumbnail 

images (#6), controls what appears in the viewing area (#4). 
4. Main image viewing area. 
5. Item information section, populated by component metadata. 
6. Carousel of thumbnail images of object components. Like sidebar list (#3), controls 

what appears in the viewing area (#4). 
7. Layout icon links for choosing viewing layout. One-page, two-page, and n-page options 

are presented. 
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Multi-Format Object Design - Option A: Sidebar Contents List 
For the multi-format object, we wanted to explore two different approaches grappling with the 
“hide or show?” question described in the “Design Challenges” section of this report. In design 
option A, a contents list in the sidebar provides some metadata, along with the format of the 
item. In design option B, items reside in accordion-style (stacked, collapsible) boxes. 
 

 
Initial wireframe for multi-format object “option A” (sidebar contents list) 

 
1. Related item carousel containing links to other objects in Calisphere. 
2. Summary information section, populated by selected parent object metadata fields. 
3. Sidebar contents list containing links to object’s items. Format icons and minimal 

metadata shown. This controls what appears in the viewing area (#4). 
4. Main item viewing area. 
5. Item information section, populated by component metadata. 
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Multi-Format Object Design - Option B: Accordion Contents List 
 

 
Initial wireframe for multi-format object “option B” (accordion contents list) 

 
1. Related item carousel containing links to other objects in Calisphere. 
2. Summary information section, populated by parent ‘description’ field (if available). 
3. An expanded accordion section, showing main item viewing area with item information 

section (component metadata) below. 
4. The collapsed accordion sections for additional components. 
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Planning for Usability Testing 
Using the three wireframes as the basis for usability testing, CDL designed a one-hour usability 
test to investigate the primary questions surrounding the designs.  

Objectives 
Through the usability testing, we set out to determine: 
 

1. What users think the page is about and how they arrive at that understanding. 

2. Whether users understand the relationship between different parts of the design, 
particularly the overall object and its components. 

3. Whether, for multi-format objects, users prefer sidebar navigation or accordion-style 
presentation for components. 

4. Whether users could identify and use the controls that manipulate elements, such as 
layout and image navigation. 

5. Whether users prefer fielded metadata or descriptive text for the Summary. 

6. How users interpreted the download button. 

Methodology 
CDL created a set of tasks and questions to explore with participants during usability tests, 
and each hour-long session was a combination of task-based usability testing and interview. 
We used Zoom.us screen sharing and web conferencing to conduct the tests remotely. 
Interactive wireframes tested are at 
http://ux.cdlib.org/jlee/completed/calisphere_Axure_05302017/, with screenshots in Appendix 
A. 
 
During each usability session, there was a facilitator and an observer/notetaker. After obtaining 
consent from the participant, the facilitator proceeded with the session. A test script outline is 
provided in Appendix C. 

Participants 
CDL used an online survey to recruit potential participants. We selected five participants who 
identified as: a marketing and communications professional, a curator of a California 
history-focused website, a school librarian, a second-year undergraduate student, and a K-12 
educational consultant. Their prior experiences with the new Calisphere ranged from “none” to 
“some”; but all but one user had used the old site (i.e., prior to the 2015 redesign).   
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Usability Testing Findings and Recommendations 

Overview 
Overall, users responded positively to all three designs and demonstrated understanding of the 
complex objects presented (a diary for the book-like design and an oral history for the two 
multi-format designs). The clean, light design appealed to them. In general, they were able to 
locate information of interest, navigate the designs, and recognize key features. 
 
Introductory conversations also confirmed our understanding of key user patterns for this type 
of research material. For example, when users are in an exploratory stage of research, they 
download information that seems relevant, with the intention of coming back to it later for 
further review. They also make use of multiple devices (desktop, mobile, and tablet). 
 
More specific findings and recommendations from the usability sessions are presented on the 
following pages. 

1. The “Summary Information” section was effective at conveying 
aboutness, especially when presented in a narrative description. 
The users in this study echoed our findings from prior studies, which is that they want context 
to help them understand what an object is and quickly determine whether it warrants more 
attention. The “Summary Information” section present in all of the designs garnered universal 
approval in meeting this need. 
 
That said, we learned that the nature of the content in that summary matters significantly. We 
thought that fielded metadata would give succinct clues as to what an object is about, but 
users instead voiced a strong preference for the narrative description. It provided essential 
context that helped them decide whether an item was of interest. 
 

“If I were looking for something specific, I’d probably start with 
Summary Information…. This is good. I want to find out quickly if 
this is going to be useful to me.” 
 

- Educational consultant 
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Fielded metadata (left) vs. narrative description (right): users preferred the “Summary Information” box 

that drew from the parent item’s “description” field (right). 
 
Recommendations: 

● Retain the “Summary Information” section near the top of the page, so that the user 
encounters it early. 

● Provide a narrative description of the object in the “Summary Information” section, if 
possible. The parent item’s “description” field could provide this information. 

 

2. Rights information is important to users. 
Users wanted to be able to quickly determine copyright information, so that they knew whether 
or how they could use items, especially images. 
 

My first concern is always, “Who owns the copyright for it?” 
because I’m probably going to be using it. I want to be sure I can 
even use it in a university publication. 
 

- Marketing and communications professional 
 
We had included a “Copyright information” field in the Summary Information section for two of 
the designs, but users did not see this information until the facilitator pointed it out. 
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A “Copyright information” field was provided, but it did not draw users’ attention. 

 
Recommendation: 

Make rights information for the object more prominent on the page -- possibly even elevating 
the fielded metadata in a button called “Get Rights Information,” similar to the existing “Get 
Citation” button. See below for mock-up. 
 

 
Recommended change: “Get Rights Information” button 

 

3. Users were unsure what would be downloaded by the 
“Download Contents” button. 
Below the “Summary Information,” we provided a “Download Contents” button that would 
allow users to download all the the files contained in the object as a ZIP file. We placed a 
separate button for downloading a component file below its component metadata. 
 
Some usability testing participants thought that the “Download Contents” button would 
download only the single item they were viewing. Others thought they might get all of the 
component files of the complex object, but weren’t sure whether they would also get the 
metadata. The word “contents” was not descriptive nor precise enough for users to know what 
they would be downloading. 
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Download Contents button: intended to download a ZIP file of all the files contained in the object. 
 
Recommendations: 

● Change label for download button to “Download files,” and give users a way to choose 
which files to download, if technically feasible. (The Universal Viewer is one example of 
a design with different download options for a single file; see below.) 

● If possible, retain citations, metadata, or other identifying information with downloaded 
files, so users can more easily identify and return to downloaded items. 

 

 
Download options in an implementation of the Universal Viewer   
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4. For the book-like object, some users did not know what the 
layout buttons would do. 
We gave users the ability to control how items were viewed with three layout buttons that used 
icons representing a single-page view, a two-page view, and an n-page view. Two users did 
not immediately understand what the layout icons did, but they figured it out once they were 
exposed to their functionality. 
 

 
Layout icons in the Book-like Object Design 

 
Recommendation: 

Add a “Viewing Options:” label to layout icon group. 
 

Recommended label for layout icons 
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5. For the multi-format object, users preferred the layout with the 
sidebar (option A) over the accordion (option B). 
We presented users with two design options for the multi-format object: one with a sidebar 
contents list (akin to the one in the book-like object design, but with more detail) and one with 
an accordion layout with stacked, collapsible boxes. 
 
Users were able to get more information “at a glance” from the sidebar than from the headings 
in the accordion design. Relating to findings 6 and 7, this was likely due in part to the fact that 
the accordion design lacked format icons and descriptive filenames for component items. 
 

 
Multi-format “option A”: users appreciated the quick information provided in the sidebar. 

 
We thought that some users would prefer the accordion design because it allows them to view 
more than one item at a time by expanding multiple boxes in the accordion. However, users 
did not think this was an essential feature. 
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Multi-format “option B,” showing the accordion with two boxes expanded at the same time. This 

functionality was less important to users than the ability to quickly see the scope and aboutness of items. 
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However, given that the accordion design was still fairly well received -- and that it might be 
improved with the use of format icons and labelling, as described in the following findings -- it 
would provide a practical solution for mobile viewing, where space is limited. 
 
Recommendations: 

● Use the sidebar layout for desktop views, since this design seemed to convey 
information to users more clearly and easily. 

● If the accordion layout is used for small-screen (mobile) views, consider including 
format icons and better titles. 

 

6. For the multi-format designs, users relied on the format icons 
in the contents list to infer the format of items. 
Format icons gave users a quick way to understand what they were viewing without having to 
parse file extensions or metadata. The use of format icons on this page gave users a valuable 
piece of information instantly. 
 

There is something really nice about having the left side contents 
— the icons are really helpful. I can see what the pictures look 
like. That’s nice to get quick pieces of information. 
 

- Undergraduate student 
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Users quickly inferred the nature of components by the format icons. 

 
Recommendation: 

Use standard, recognizable format icons wherever possible and appropriate. 
 

7. Descriptive metadata plays a key role in helping users 
understand complex object aboutness and relationships. 
In addition to format icons, users relied on metadata in fields such as “title” or “description” to 
figure out what an item was and how it related to the other parts of the complex object. 
Filenames and file extensions alone did not give sufficient information to users to understand 
the “aboutness” of the item. 
 

I don’t like to see just file names - it’s less clear and harder to 
know what it is. You really don’t know what you’re going to click 
on if you don’t have the information. 
 

- Undergraduate student 
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Users understood what these sections of the accordion design contained because of the specific 

metadata provided, e.g., "Transcript" and “Photograph of...” The file names alone were insufficient. 
 
Recommendation: 

Encourage contributors to supply descriptive metadata that Calisphere can use in its user 
interface to help users understand the “aboutness” of an item. 
 

8. Users thought they were supposed to be able to read the text 
on the PDF preview image.  
We provided a hyperlinked PDF preview image to give users a clear, visual indication that an 
item is a PDF. We thought this would help users determine whether they wanted to click into 
the file. However, the large size of the PDF preview image suggested to users that they were 
supposed to be able to read the text in the image. They did not realize it was a link to the 
actual PDF, which might even contain multiple pages. The mere suggestion of readability was 
sufficient to lead users to believe that they were viewing the complete document available. 
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Users didn’t realize this was a preview link; they thought it was the whole item available. 

 
Recommendation: 

Reduce the size of the PDF preview image and overlay a format graphic that features a page 
count, if technically feasible. (See next page for example.) 
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Recommended changes to PDF preview link: reduce image size and add format and page count overlay. 
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9. For the two designs with a contents list, some users did not 
realize that it allowed them to navigate to component items. 
For two of the designs (book-like object and multi-format option A), a “Contents” area provided 
a list of component files of the complex object. These files were linked, allowing users to 
navigate to the items displayed in the main content viewing area of the page. 
 
As illustrated below, the “current item” selection was indicated with a change to bold font. This 
proved too subtle a visual indicator. Users appreciated the list of contents, but some needed 
help realizing they could control what they saw by clicking on it. This was true for both 
book-like object and multi-format object wireframes. 
 

 
Content lists for the book-like object (back) and multi-format object (front): some users did not realize 

that they could change the item in the main viewing area by clicking list items. 
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Recommendation: 

Use stronger visual design cues to help users recognize that the contents list provides controls 
for navigating through the book-like object. (See below for example.) 
 

 
A tab-like design would be one way to better visually connect the contents list and image viewing area. 

 

10. Users were confused by the “related item” carousel. 
In keeping with the live site’s current object framing, we retained the “related item” carousel at 
the top of all three designs. The carousel is intended to help users discover additional content 
on Calisphere, and tested well in past rounds of usability testing with simple objects.  
 
This carousel proved problematic for the complex object designs. Some users thought that it 
showed an overview of the items in the complex object, instead of other items entirely.  
 

At a quick glance, I’m assuming that the images across the top 
are the contents that I’d find inside the front cover [of the book]. 
 

- History website curator 
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For some users, the related item carousel appeared to show complex object components. 

 
Recommendation: 

Consider placing the “related item” carousel elsewhere on the page. 
 

Conclusion 
The usability testing offered key insights into user behaviors; confirmed that, in general, we had 
addressed our major objectives for presenting complex objects; and provided us with many 
ideas for how to improve our designs. It also resolved a key question regarding the best 
presentation for multi-format complex objects: users preferred the design with the sidebar 
(over the accordion), leading to our recommendation to pursue that option for desktop views. 
 
One question raised by the usability testing was whether we may be able to consolidate the 
two categories of objects (book-like and multi-format) into a single template. Given that users 
preferred the sidebar layout for multi-format objects, the two designs share much in common. 
However, at this time, we believe that there are enough differences in format-driven 
functionality that warrant moving forward with two separate templates. 
 
Revised wireframes incorporating the recommendations are available at 
http://ux.cdlib.org/jlee/completed/calisphere_Axure_10172017/ (screengrabs in Appendix B). 
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Implementation Considerations and Requirements 
It’s tempting to draw a hard line between designing an interface and then implementing it. But 
in reality, the distinction is not so clear. Although we deliberately center users, not technology, 
in our design work, technical considerations nevertheless inform our process. Meanwhile, 
designs themselves are moving targets as user behaviors and expectations evolve.  
 
Indeed, even over the course of this project, new factors arose that changed how we thought 
about complex objects and how we might best move forward with what we learned. 

Additional use cases 
Since we began this project, our content contributors have brought to our attention additional 
complex object types and needs. For example, UC Riverside is interested in displaying “tweet 
sets,” which include images and downloadable web archiving data files. Several campus 
libraries want support for 3D vector file formats, for the robust display of objects in-the-round. 
 
As such use cases arise, we will have to balance providing the best possible user experience 
for different file types with the scalability of our platform. 

IIIF and compliant viewers 
In parallel to the complex object design process, the Calisphere team began to consider 
technical improvements to the Nuxeo-to-Calisphere workflow (including complex objects), and 
honed in on the IIIF presentation API as a promising solution.  Using the IIIF presentation API 3

would have the added benefit of facilitating scholarly re-use of the collections. 
 
Now that IIIF is our likely choice for implementation, it raises some questions. Could an existing 
IIIF-compliant viewer meet our needs (entirely or partly) for the user interface? Could our 
implementation, in turn, be made available to others? 
 
As a step towards answering the first of these questions, we undertook a lightweight UX review 
of three implementations of Universal Viewer, a IIIF-compliant viewer that has been used widely 
for complex image objects. In some cases, Universal Viewer offered improvements to our 
designs, and in other cases it appeared at odds with our findings from the usability study. The 
Calisphere team will have to weigh the drawbacks and benefits of implementing (and/or 
customizing) an existing viewer versus creating new code to the design specifications. 

3  Previously, IIIF did not accommodate non-image file formats; however, at the time of writing this report, 
the community is sprinting towards a stable version that does. 
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Requirements for User-Centered Complex Objects 
The wireframes developed during this process provide a visual representation of user-centered 
design for complex objects. However, an abstracted list of requirements will help us evaluate 
Calisphere’s implementation options, as well as potentially inspire others working in this space. 
 
The following requirements were derived from the full complex object design process 
described in this report, and build on many years of study of the use and users of Calisphere. 

Content  
● Rights information prominently displayed 

● Summary information about the whole complex object prominently displayed 

● Item-level description for components 

● Table of contents to help user preview component items 

● Contact information for content owner 

● Format icons indicating file type for all component items 

● Meaningful titles for component items (whenever possible) 

● Thumbnails present for image-based component item navigation 

Functionality 
● Two layout options (“book-like” and “multi-format”) to address different format needs; 

selected by content owners for each object based on formats and projected use cases 

● “Start at” options for the book-like layout; selected by content owners to align the 
direction of reading (e.g. Hebrew, Chinese language texts) with the user interface 

● Visual browse controls (e.g. glider with thumbnails, 2-page view) for book-like layout 

● Download options, e.g. single files vs. zipped, include metadata / citation 

● Meaningful file names at download 

● Sitewide search and facets reflect component-level file formats available 

● Basic manipulation controls for images (pan, zoom, rotate, flip, etc.); full screen mode 

● Media playback capabilities for A/V inside the viewing environment 

● Search within a complex object 
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Ease of Use 
● Clean, streamlined presentation of controls and viewing area 

● Responsive design for use on mobile, tablet, desktop screen sizes 

● Visual integration with the page, leveraging the full space available (rather than a 
standalone container, where elements may become too small and closely positioned) 

● Visual distinction from other navigational elements on the page (related item carousel) 

● Clear labels for the multiple viewing, informational, and navigational areas of the object 

● Progress indicators or other visual cues signifying the user’s location within the object 

Policy Adherence 
● Accessibility: all aspects of complex objects must adhere to the CDL/UC Accessibility 

Policy: http://www.cdlib.org/about/docs/CDL_Web_Accessibility_Guidelines.pdf  
 
Although this list of requirements is unlikely to address all possible complex object use cases, 
we believe it provides a strong foundation in user-centered design for this fundamental digital 
library content type, for Calisphere and beyond. 
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Appendix A: Initial Wireframes 

Book-like Object Design 
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Multi-format Object Design - Option A: Sidebar Contents List 
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Multi-format Object Design - Option B: Accordion Contents List 
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Appendix B: Revised Wireframes 

Book-like Object Design 
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Multi-format Object Design 

 
For desktop views, we decided to use design option A (sidebar) over option B (accordion). 
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Appendix C: Usability Script Outline 
Thank you for volunteering to give us feedback about our website. My name is Jane and I work 
for UC’s California Digital Library. Before we start, would you mind if I recorded our session for 
the purposes of note-taking? Only people working on this project will be able to view it. 
 
[Press record.] 
 
Thank you. Now I’m going to share my screen with you and then give you control of the screen. 
 
There are a couple of forms that I’d like you to read and then sign off on, if you agree. One is 
confirming permission to record our session and the other is a consent form. 
 
[Go over consent] 
 
Thank you. 
 
1. What is your occupation? 
2. Have you used calisphere.org before? 
3. What kind of research do you do? 
4. How do you approach research? What kinds of things do you look for? How do you find 
things? 
 
We are very interested in getting your feedback about some changes we are considering. 
Thinking aloud 
Be honest. Won’t hurt our feelings. 
Just a prototype so some things may not work for real. If you encounter those, I will ask you 
what you wanted to happen. 
 
Any questions? 
 
I’m going to bring up a webpage for you that is about a book in library’s special 
collection. You are doing some research and have arrived at this page because you think 
it might be relevant. Please talk us through what you do as you look at this page. 
 
5. What do you think this is about? How do you know? 
6. What do you think the bigger website is about? How do you know? 
7. When you’re doing research and you find something that you think will be useful, what do 
you do with it? How do you keep track of it? 
8. If you had more questions about this item, what would you do? 
9. How do you keep track of all the things you find? 
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10. How do you find more things? 
 
Now, let’s say you’re interested in finding people’s first-hand accounts of historical 
events. You’ve landed on this page [oral history of alex thai nguyen]. 
 
11. Please talk us through what you’re look at. How do you approach this webpage? 
[Does user know there are additional images, transcripts, etc?] 
12. How would you describe what the main point of this page is? What is the focus of this 
page? 
13. If you had more questions about this item, what would you do? 
14. How does this page work? How would you describe to someone how to explore what’s on 
this page? 
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Appendix D: Calisphere Complex Object Types 
January 19, 2017 

“True” complex objects 
These types were identified as “true” complex objects, meaning that the component files a) are 
all somehow representative of a single intellectual object and b) would lose significant meaning 
if they were not presented together as a “hard-coded” set. 
 

Type Component files 

Book-like object (e.g. diary, scrapbook, 
yearbook, newsletter, postcard recto/verso) 

Multiple, ordered images forming a 
multi-page object 

Artifact captured in the round / from multiple 
angles (e.g. sculpture, artist’s book) 

Short-term: multiple, ordered images showing 
views of a single artifact on a single axis; 
long-term: multiple axes, 3D object format 

Photo proof sheet or slide set Multiple, very similar images with essentially 
the same metadata 

Oral history One or more audio and/or video files, one or 
more transcription files, and one or more 
images (e.g. of the subject) 

Album-like audio object with tracks* Multiple, ordered audio files comprising a set. 
May also contain an image (album art, photo 
of musician, photo of digitized reel, etc.) 

Multi-part video* Two or more ordered video files showing 
consecutive segments of the same content 

MPLP archival folder** Multiple, multi-format files that have little or 
only folder-level (i.e. repeating) metadata. 

Object with transcription and/or translation(s) 
(could also apply to any of the above types) 

Two or more files of different formats that are 
different versions of the same content 

*Edge cases: these cases could go either way, either represented as complex objects or as 
related item groups (below). 

**Note that we’d recommend archival folders with sufficiently described items be modeled 
instead as a “related item group,” as described below. 
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Related item groups 
Groups of items in the same collection that users would not expect to see modeled as a 
complex object, but that nevertheless require a better solution on Calisphere for showing their 
relatedness and/or hierarchy. These items should be independently discoverable but also 
presented as a group within a collection. 
 
(Note that this does not address the separate, known need to provide ways of relating items 
across collections.) 
 

Type Component items 

Multiple issues or volumes of a single 
publication 

Two or more complex “book-like” objects 

Subject- or event-based “packages” of related 
items, e.g. a commencement video + 
program 

Multiple, multi-format files with unique 
metadata, “aboutness” 

Archival folder (with sufficiently described 
items) 

Multiple, multi-format files representing 
objects that are intellectually unique and have 
disambiguating metadata. 

The multimedia “object of last resort” 
Calisphere should be able to provide user access to any (flat) complex object that contributors 
create in Nuxeo. This “object of last resort” would be a generic, minimum viable product, 
multimedia object type that would accommodate complex object edge cases (e.g. UCSF lab 
notebooks, and perhaps the “MPLP archival folder” described above). We are currently hacking 
the current complex object viewer to develop this, but we should design a better long-term 
solution. 
 
In the future, when we see a trend in using the object of last resort for a particular content case, 
we can investigate designing a new complex object type for it. 

Object appearance beyond their pages 
We will also need to keep in mind the design of objects not just on their own pages, but also as 
they appear throughout the site, namely in the search and discovery display. The project to 
redesign objects should include an overall review of and recommendations for the 
representation of objects throughout the site. 
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